
Before Your Lesson 
★ 24 hours prior to your lesson, you will need to notify Chris (text or email) what song(s) you 

will want to work on. This will allow a sing-a-long track to be recorded and sent to you in 
time for your lesson. 


During Your Lesson 
★ You will need to have 1 device connected to the internet and able to run a Zoom video 

conference - web cam/microphone capable.

★ You will need a second device, with a speaker of sorts, to play your rehearsal tracks. This 

will take the place of me playing the piano in your lessons. It is not possible for me to play, 
and you to sing, due to lag on the app. It just won’t work.


★ With Mac devices, sometimes the EarPods with the dangling mic component work very 
well to increase the quality of your singing/sound. This isn’t necessary, but maybe 
something we can work on as we go about lessons. 


★ Each lesson will roughly follow this schedule:

1. 5 minutes - Music Reading/Music Theory (note and rhythm skills)

2. 5 minutes - Sight Singing/Vocal Technique/Warm-ups

3. 20 minutes - Song and Repertoire Work


★ We’ll leave a minute or two after the lesson to chat and game plan for the next lesson.


After Your Lesson 
★ Review the things that you learned and the adjustments that we made to your song(s).

★ Continue to review until we video-meet again!


Payment 
★ It is crucial that you create your online Parent Portal and create a Student Account on 

DanceStudio-Pro (DSP). This is how lessons will be billed beginning with Monday, March 
30. You will need to stay current with your lesson payments in order to continue receiving 
instruction. 


★ There are links and instructions here: https://www.stagerightgreensburg.com/register-for-
classes 

Lessons and Coachings with Chris

For the first meeting, I’ll create an event and email or text 
the link and password. If we decide to have regularly 
scheduled lessons, I will create reoccurring events.
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